Bushfoods
Indigenous Languages and Art Program

This booklet shares some of our stories about bush tucker
told though art and focussing on Luritja language.
We have also created a companion web page, video,
poster, sketchbook and other resources.
Website: www.waltja.org.au/bushfoods
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White Dots:
Gum tree Sap
Aparayil

We six women got together to create
this painting about the land and
bushfoods around Kintore / Walungurru.

Blue Dots:
Finches
Nyini

Nganana rakapala minymak
tjungurringa palyanu ngaatja pinta
nyaatjarri ngurra tjarra yunninpatjarra
Walungurrulawana-tatju Palyanangi.

Red Dots:
Bush Berries
Yilli
Brown Dots:
Seeds to roast and grind
Wanguny
Purple Dots:
Bush Onion
Yalka

We painted the land, the soakages, the
sandhills, the plants, the tracks and the
animals.
Nganana palyarra wiyanu ngurra,
walutjarra, talitjarra, yuninpatjarra,
tjamana tjuta-tjarra anta kuka
tjutatjarra.
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Tjana ngaatja pintamilaningi
warulingkungka tjananya
turlyngka mantijiningi minyma
winkinya palya.

It was very hot and we sat
in the shade under a tree
for over two days painting.
Warulingku nganana
nyinang wiltjangku yungu
watiyangka titu kutjarra
nyapanangilatju
Each woman painted her
section and it all worked
together.
Tjungukulatju palanu
palyanulatju wiyanu.
Video: As the project begins, the artists
talk and joke about their own section of
the painting.
www.waltja.org.au/bushfoods
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Painting in the
shade

This was painted during the
hottest summer on record in
Central Australia.
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English

Luritja

Warlpiri
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1. Yinarlingi
2. Ngaya
3. Wardapi
4. Yarla
5. Warnirri Warlungurru Wana
6a. Warna
6b. Yurnturrkunyu
7. Wardilyka
8. Karliny-karlinypa
9. Ngalkirdi
10. Wanakiji
11. Yuparli
12. Mangata
13. Yankirri wirliya
14. Wardilyka wirliya
15. Yakajirri
16. Wijirrki
17. Warnirri manu mulju
18. Mulju wiri kulkurrurla
19. Lungkarda
20. Yapuralyji
21. Jiyiki
22. Ngurlu
23. Janmarda

Echidna
Pussy Cat
Goanna
Bush potato
Rock holes around Kintore
Stripey Snake(dangerous)
Green Snake (tasty)
Bush turkey
Flowers with nectar
Witchetty grubs
Bush tomato
Bush banana
Quandong tree
Emu tracks
Turkey tracks
Bush raisins
Bush berries
Rock hole and soakage
Big soakage in the middle
Blue tongue lizard
Gum tree Sap
Finches
Seeds to roast and grind
Bush Onion

Tjilkamata
Ngaya
Rumiya
Pitjara
Walu Tjuta Walungurrula
Kuniya
Yinturrkuru
Pitjitja Kipara
Kalinkalinpa
Maku
Pura
Yunturrngu Yipala
Mangata
Kanpi Tjina
Kipara Tjina
Kampurrapa Yilaka
Yiili
Walu and Tjunu
Tina Walu ngaranyi ngurrupa
Lungakata
Aparayil
Nyini
Wanguny
Yalka
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Find all the elements of
this painting
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Team work
Tjungu waarrakarripanyia
Special thanks to Gerard Marks
who came out and helped with all
the heavy work.
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Kuwarrina
tjantjumanarni
Gerrardaku Markaku. Paluru ngalya
yankula alpamilaningi yipiwana
tjuta paluru mantjira tjunangi.
Paluru yantayantangi yanangu
winkinyan
paluru
nyangangi
tjananya pinta palyalpayi tjutanya
nyaakula tjananya yuntjurringanyi.

Artists
Pinta palyapayi
tjutaku.
Jacqueline Reid Nakamarra
Numida Brown Nampitjimpa
Katherine Nakamarra
Barbara Maxwell Nabangardi
Elizabeth Marks Nakamarra
Brenda Maxwell Napaltjarri
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He looked after everyone and made
sure the artists had everything
they needed.
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This painting is about our
country around Kintore.
Pinta ngaatjanya nganapa
ngurra Walungurrula.

Nyurra-ngarri nyakuku tulyi
nganana
watjani
ngaan
tjutatjatrra pinta nganka.
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You can watch a video where
we explain everything about
this painting.

www.waltja.org.au/bushfoods
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Interview with Irene Nangala
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Gathering to paint after our big meetings
Tjungurringangilatju miitingingiku palulanguru pintalatju
palyanangi ngurra Minyma kutjarrala.

Women from many remote
communities gathered in Alice
Springs to discuss important
issues and elect Waltja’s
board.

Waltja

After two days of intense
meetings, everyone took the
opportunity to relax, talk, sing,
paint and reflect.
Tjintu kutjarrangka tjana
miitingingka tjanaya
wangkarra kuliningi
warranangi, pintaya
palyanangi.
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A workshop was held in Alice Springs with women coming from many
communities.
Tjungurringangilatju miitingingiku palulanguru pintalatju palyanangi ngurra
Minyma kutjarrala.
We facilitated painting sessions in the afternoons and the women focussed
on bushfood stories.
Nganana palyara pinta-tjarra mungatjirringu minyma tjutakuya kuliningi
nyaatjarraya nyurrangarri palyaku pinta mangarritji.

Bushfoods

Minyma tjutaya tjungurringu
ngurra tjutanguru KumantjayiSpringsngila. Wankarraya
kuliningi Walytja kantjula
tjutaku.
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Waltja

Irene Nangala
All about Bush Tucker. Bush Beans (Pankuna), Sweet
Gumtree Fruit (Aparalyi), Bush Onions (Yalka), Bush
Tomatoes (Pura), Bush Berries (Arrnguli or Ngaamupurra), Bush Seeds (Yalkara) and Witchetty Grubs.

Launcie Campbell
These are women sitting down, singing and
learning how to find Bush
Tucker. Blue dots represent water and Green dots
represent the Green Bushes with Bush Tucker on
them.

Janey Cook
People sitting around telling
stories about what they have to do to
look/find bush tucker.
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Irene Nangala
All about Bush Tucker. Bush onions (Yalka), Sweet
Gumtree fruit (Aparalyi), Bush Potatoes (Pitjara),
Honey Ants, Bush sultana’s (Yakatjiri), Bush
Quandong (Mangarta), Bush Fruits (Ngantja) and
Brown dots represent Yalkara Seeds.
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Topsy Peterson
There are people traveling around to all of the
outstations. They have stopped and are now sitting
around Rock holes. They are singing about the Rock
holes, water and country.

PAINTINGS

Louise Gallagher
People sitting around Bush Tucker. Bush onions
(Yalka), bush Quandong (Mangarta), Gumtree
fruit (Aparalyi), Bush sultana’s (Yakatjiri), Bush
tomatoes (Pura), Bush cherries (Mangata) and
Black berries (Arrnguli or Ngaamupurra).

Videos
We travelled to Willowra
to look for medicine
leaves

Videos about this project

Watch the video:
https://vimeo.com/343200670

K Martin Bushfood Story in Warlpiri - https://vimeo.com/343200670
K Martin talks about bushfoods and dry country - https://vimeo.com/438746720

Waltja

Elizabeth Marks talks painting one of the three paintings - https://vimeo.com/438076535
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Irene Nangala talks about painting two of three bushfood paintings - https://vimeo.com/438385787

Bushfoods

Artists talk about their section of the painting - https://vimeo.com/438083860
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Translation work for this project has
included translating text between
languages, interpreting paintings and
creating artwork which reflects our
understanding of Country.

Waltja

Warlpiri - Enid Gallagher (left)
Luritja - Irene Nangala (below)
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Sketch
Book
Resource
A sketchbook resource has
been created by artists to assist
Waltja staff understand the
iconography on paintings and
also to learn language.

Bushfoods

Translation
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Waltja

Bushfoods feature in stories
which link to the overall
messages about country
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Two women travel all the way to Kintore
They travel from Docker River and through
the lake walk through the sandhill finding
where to rest and camp at night and have
rest.
They made big windbreak and made a
camp for a little while and start walking
to Kintore
They stop and had drink of water at the
rockhole and haad rest for a while
They didn’t know that the men follow
them all the way to Kintore
They stop and make one night again so
they made big basket so they can put lot
of bush tucker.

Waltja
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Learn through painting to know
who are the safe and right
people to talk to if you have
big worries or are thinking of
harming yourself.
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Art used to
convey mental
health and safety
messages

Workshops were held at Mt Liebig and Papunya Communities for yourng women and men, under
the guidance of the communioty elders, aimed at helping young vulnerable people with suicidal
thoughts.
Three paintings were created to help encourage young people to lean on communitiy members
for emotional support and strength.
These paintings have been hung around the communities in prominent places to help reinforce
the messages.
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